.. Cl -series. The normalized control spectra (yellow) was subtracted from the normalized experimental spectra (blue), affording a qualitative comparison of the relative contributions of the σ* XB ← Cl 1s transition to the XAS pre-edge feature (red). •+ series (below) plotted as a function of the covalent radii of the halogen substituents. These values were calculated using either DFT method A (a, c) or method B (b, d). Note that the interaction energies calculated with method B were not corrected for BSSE. In addition, the geometry optimization for the Dye-F
•+... Cl -interaction was unable to find an energetic minimum, and therefore the chloride was arbitrarily placed at the van der Waals contact distance with the dye. a No energetic minimum was found during the geometry optimization for this interaction pair, therefore chloride was arbitrarily placed at the van der Waals distance from the dye.
Supplementary
Supplementary For the Dye-X series, we can confidently say that the regeneration rate for Dye-X is significantly faster than 10 µs (Figure 3) . We can also show that it is quite reasonable that the Dye-X series would inject an electron once per second.
Since j MP = 1.0642 × 10 −2 A cm Further, the root-mean-square displacement of a diffusing particle in three dimensions is given by Therefore, since r rms > ⟨r⟩, it is within the realm of possibility that an iodide could diffuse into close proximity with an oxidized dye within the lifetime of the oxidized dye.
